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“The big idea is a single access point,” says Simon 
Murray, water solutions manager at Wheatley 
Solutions, referring to Wheatley Watersource – a 
cloud platform which is seeking to support water 

companies as they expand their role from water and wastewa-
ter undertakers to caretakers of the water environment. 

The basic premise is to provide a place which brings data to-
gether on various green activities that take place in catchments, 
and to make this visible and easily accessible, often through a 
map-based format. The objective is to help water companies 
communicate what they are doing or what they can offer in these 
spaces, with a view to nurturing new water services markets. 

Murray, formerly a long term Affinity Water employee, cur-
rently has a list of 14 potential ideas the platform could help 
progress. But as a relatively small software firm, Wheatley has 
had to prioritise and take one step at a time. 

Water trading pilot 
It has picked as one of its early projects the development of a 
pilot to enable water trading between abstraction licence hold-
ers in East Anglia. He explains this followed a strong steer from 
the Environment Agency (EA) to focus first on promoting trades 
outside of public water supply.

The resulting platform was developed in consultation with the 
EA using Agency rules and data and launched on 1 December 
in Suffolk. In March, the decision was taken to expand the pilot 
to cover most Cambridge, Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk. Murray 
explains it became evident that with just 500 abstraction points 
in the East Suffolk water catchment, a wider area was needed 
to maximise potential uptake. The map shows the original pilot 
area (purple) and the area now covered (blue).

Abstractors can advertise if they are actively looking to share/
trade water, or need water (including water rights), as can other 
users who don’t have an abstraction licence but rely on a potable 
water supply – such as golf courses, nurseries or industry. A do-
nor and recipient can then set up a ‘trade opportunity’ that is 
automatically assessed against a set of rules agreed with the EA. 

This will indicate if ‘fast trade’ is possible (EA approval isn’t nec-
essary) or if referral to EA is required for a variation of a licence, 
for example. If referral is needed, the platform will support the 
gathering of ‘pre-application’ information and send this to the 
EA Permitting Office.

Murray reports that there has been a lot of interest, evidenced 
through over 1000 visits to the site since it launched, but that 
the actual number of trades has been small. Wheatley is focus-
ing now on promoting the opportunity offered by the free-to-
use platform. The hope is that making water sharing easier will 
encourage more abstractors to build reservoirs as mitigation 
against climate variation as well as for commercial opportunity. 

The platform is intended as a proof of concept, potentially for na-
tional roll out. However, Murray explains that very much depends 
on appetite through 2021. And that isn’t without its challenges. For 
one thing the legislative environment is restrictive – for instance, a 
water recipient must use the supply for the same purpose for which 
it was abstracted or seek a variation through the EA which typically 
takes three months. For another, many farmers are wary of the EA 
following abstraction licence reform. They are reluctant to share any 
information that they feel could be used to justify licence reductions 
or withdrawals. Murray reports there are in fact lots of “invisible 
trades” that never go through the EA books. 

The platform does what it can to inspire confidence. For in-
stance it does not handle payment; it facilitates fast trades that 
need no EA oversight; and while requesting high level informa-
tion to capture learnings (such as on volumes traded), this is vol-
untary not mandatory. 

Murray concludes: “The 12 month pilot asks a simple question: 
can water trading work under current arrangements? It will test 
whether the current framework is fit for purpose…or whether 
there is a need for fundamental change in the legislation.” 

Branching out
One other Watersource activity begun on 1 December: supply 
side and demand side market information sharing among spon-
sor water companies. Now, Murray explains, his focus is on look-
ing for funding and collaboration opportunities to get some of 
the other 12 ideas off the ground. He shares a couple of examples: 
❙ A drought restriction map – a national map, providing a 
single access point to the public on what restrictions are im-
posed. “Most water companies rely on media and customers vis-
iting their website to get information, with varied approaches. A 
single platform would provide consistency.” 
❙ RAPID programmes – a channel for sharing what strategic wa-
ter resource schemes are taking place, when, why and tracking 
outcomes (see p22). 

The potential is enormous, Murray wraps up, but the imme-
diate challenges in sight concern practical matters like funding, 
information sharing and data quality. 
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mapping and sharing data on all 
the eco-activities that take place in 

catchments will help nurture new water 
services markets, argues Simon murray. 

The 12 month pilot asks a simple 
question: can water trading work 
under current arrangements?


